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used as the charge pump current and
a symmetric load is used as
the filter resiEtor, the damping factor and loop bandwidth are
represented by:
5 = UZd(Ic&.RzC1j = (li4yv’x) v(C,/C,)
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where &is theVCO gain (HzN), R is the filter resistance, 1and
’
is the set ratio of the filter resistance to the symmetric load
resistance. Similar to the DLL, the ratioof the loop bandwidth to
the operating€requency and the damping factor are both constant
and completely determined by a ratioof capacitances. In addition,
the PLL canoperate over a broad frequency range identical
to the
open loop frequency range achievable by the VCO. The filter
resistor is actuallythe output resistance
of the bias generator
for
the control voltage output. The charge pump current is replicated
at both the input and output of the bias generator so that the
current is appliedto both the filter capacitor and resistor[31.

Growing demand for high-speed If0 on digital ICs creates an
increasingly noisy environmentinwhichphase-locked
loops
(PLLs), delay-locked loops (DLLs), and other clock generating
blocks must function. This noise, typically in the form
of supply
noise and substrate noise, makes designof low-jitter PLLs and
DLLs challenging. This paper describes both a
DLL and PLL
designbaseduponself-biasingtechniques
in which allbias
voltages and currents are referenced to other generated bias
voltages and currents.
Self biasing leadsto a number of desirable
properties that include IC process independence, h e d damping DLLs and PLLs that use conventionalchargepumpdesigns
factor, fixed bandwidth-to-operating-frequency ratio, broad &e- typically have input phase offsets that change with operating
quency range, input phaseoffset cancellation, and, most impor- frequency and process variations. This dependence results from
tantly, low input tracking jitter. Both damping factor and banda varying Thevenin equivalent output voltage. The charge-pump
\<ldth-to-operating-frequency
ratio are determined
completely by circuit shown in Figure 5 is based on the symmetric load buffer
a ratio of capacitors.
stzge design and has a Thevenin equivalent output voltage equal
to the control voltage when bothU andD inputs are asserted. This
The voltage-controlled delay line (VCDL) and the voltagean- Thievenix voltage equivalence, along with the extra devices to
trolled oscillator (VCO) used in the two designs are based upon balance the switching charge injection,completely balances the
differential-buffer delay stages with symmetric loads andreplicacharge pump and results inzero input phase offset.
feedback biasing as shown in Figures 1 and 2 [l]. These bufier
stages have about0.25%N supply noise rejection operatingover The architecture of the DLL, illustrated in Figure6, mirrors the
a broad delay range with low supply voltage requirements that design inReference 4 to allow it to perform frequency synthesis
scale with the operating delay. They operate with a delay that and dutycycle correction with one key difference. The design in
vanes inversely proportionally to the control voltage and with Reference 4 uses a single delay chain to
form a VCO that is
internal bias currents thatv a q inversely proportionally to the continuously synchronized by a single reference inputedge type.
square of the operating delay.
This delaychain must includeanynecessarydifferential
to
singleended conversion and chip-wide clock distribution within
The DLL design, shownin Figure 3, uses the buffer bias current a half-cycle time budget. The jitter
produced by the clock distrias the charge pump current. Ina conventional DLL design, the bution will be multiplied by twice the clock multiplication factor
loop bandwidth is a constant fraction of the operating frequency as observed in the tracking jitter. DLL
The design presented here
when both the
VCDL gain ( s N )and the phase comparatorhharge uses two DLLs, The first DLL performs frequency multiplication
pump gain (Ahad) are constant. When the symmetric
load buffer and can be completely based on differential buffer stages with
stages implementthe VCDL, the loop bandwidth vanes inversely highsupply-noiserejection.The
second DLL performsphase
proportionally to the operating frequency, which is undesirable. sycchronization and can span any numberof cycles.
However, if the buffer bias current is used as the charge pump
current, theloop bandwidth is represented by:
The DLL and PLL are fabricated on a 0.5pm n-well CMOS gate
cqqEF=
(1/2n)(ICE/c1)(qL)
= (d4W)(C$Cl)
array process. A micrograph of the DLL and PLL is shown in
where I,, is the charge pump current, is the VCDL gain, x is Figure 7. PLL jitter with 5OOmVof lMHz square wave supply
the setratio ofthe charge pump current
t o the buffer bias current, noise is illustrated in Figure
8. Performance of the DLL and PLL
C, is the totaleffective load capacitance for all buffer stages, and are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The measured
C,ls the filter capacitance. The key resultsthat
arethe ratioof the jitter is increased by the gate array implementationof the filter
loop bandwidth to the operating frequencyis constant and com- capacitor which has inrerleaved rows of nMOS devices that lead
pletely determined by a ratio of easily matched capacitances andto control voltage coupling to pound. The PLL operates from
that the DLL can operate over the same broad frequency range 0.0025MHz to 550hmz and has384ps tracking jitter
at 250hIHz
achievable by a VCO based on the samebuffer stages operating with 500mV supply noise.
open loop.
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Figure 6: Complete dual-loop DLL block diagram.
Figure 7: See page 450.
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Figure 8: Measured PLL tracking jitter
with 600mV supply noise.

Figure 3: DLL block diagram-clock distribution omitted. ODeratinzfreauencvrange:
0.0025MHz - 400MHz at 3.3V
Minimum supply requirements: 2.45V, 8.6mA
Input offset, sensitivity:
112ps,
<lOOps/lOOMHz
Trackingjitter,sensitivity:610ps,1165psN
(P-P)
Cycle-to-cyclejitter, sensitivity: 262~6, 430psN
(P-P)
Block area:
1.18m2
Technology:
0 . 5 n-well
~
CMOS
array
gate
I

Figure 4 PLL block diagramdock distribution omitted.
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Table 1: DLL performance characteristics measured at
250with SOOmV lMHz square-wave supply noise.

Operatingfrequencyrange:
0.0025hIHz - 550MHz at 3.3v
Minimum supply requirements: 2.1OV, 4 . 4 d
Input offset, sensitivity:
c25ps,
<10ps/100MHz
Trackingjitter,sensitivity:384ps,704psN
(P-P)
Cycle-to-cyclejitter, sensitivity: 144ps, 290psN (P-P)
Block area:
1.91mm2
Technology:
0.5pm n-well CMOS
array
gate

Figure 6: Offset-cancelled charge pump
with symmetric loads.

Table 2: PLL performance characteristics measured at
250MHz with SOOmV lMHz square-wave supply noise.

Figure 6: Chip micrograph.
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Figure 7: DLL and PLL die micrograph.

